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Branches
A deer is near a bush.
What can you see?
Branches sticking up!
by Catherine Russell

Haiku, a short verse in which
Japanese poets h3'Ve reflected their
own thoug,ht$ and emotions for
hundreds of years, has assumed a
unique popularity in today's literary
circles. Basho, Buson, Issa, to name
only a few of the mosit famous of
the Japanese poets, have contributed to a re-popularization of a deep
appreciation of beauty, of life in
all its many forms.
Although a torm ot literary
masters, Haiku lends itself as a
vehicle for creative activity in the
upper elementary classroom. As a
sixth grade teacher in a low
socio-economic area, I had contemplated the possibility of exposing my sixth graders to Haiku.
However, 1 hesitated at first because of the low achievement level
of the majority of the children who
were of either Syrian or Southern
United States background, many
Qf whom were transient students
and/or products of a bi-lingual cultural background. The greatest
problem I faced was choosing the
type of approach for introducing
this unusual topic to the pupils and
the means I would employ to develop and maintain their interest in
writing their own Haiku.
It took several months of research and planning before I finally decided to initiate the study, admittedly with some trepidation.

However, the results were extremely gratifying not only to me
but to each child as well. The accomplishment is reflected in the
work submitted
by a student
whose IQ level was within the low
average range and whose reading
ability was two years below grade
level.
The
introductory
poem-BRANCHES-speaks
for
itself.
The following outline explains
the approach I used in te,aching
Haiku to my sixth grade students:
Launching:
I introduced
the
youngsters to Japan, its people and
its customs. We read and discussed the land formation of the
more than 2,000 islands, the characteristics of these Mongolian peoples-their
occupations, interests
in the arts and in literature, beliefs
and religious practices. A simplified version of the Huddhist philosophy of life and life after death
was also discussed
since this
would have a direct hearing upon
the understanding of the hidden
ideas in Haiku poetry. The readings and discussions culminated
with a showing of a series of colored magazine photos and personal
color slides depicting the Japanese
way of life and environment.
Introduction: One class period was
spent in listening to selections of
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2. Haiku does not rhyme, nor
does it have the rhythm that the
more conventional forms do. Nevertheless, if rhyming occurs accidentally in Haiku, it is permissible.
3. A Haiku refers to a particular event that takes place in the
present, not in the past or the future. The setting is now.
4. Haiku often eliminates
words that may ordinarily be required to form complete sentences.
5. In the third line, Haiku will
often "contradict" an idea which
has been formed in the first two
lines.
The above list of rules was
printed on a large piece of poster
board to serve as a reference when
the children were finally ready to
create their own Haiku.
Development: The following lines
were placed on the board for interpretation and study of form. In
reading them aloud the children
were asked to clap their hands in
order to count the syllables or
"beats;' in each line.

Haiku written by Hasho, Huson
and other noted poets. My aim
was to allow the children to get the
"feel" of the new poetry, its suhstance and its patterned form. The
children were asked to interpret,
according to their own feelings,
the ideas that the poets were attempting to convey.
Finally, the children analyzed
the form and content of several
poems that were written on the
board. A list of rules was eventually drawn up which gave Haiku
certain characteristics that were
absent from the more conventional
type of writing to which the children were accustomed.

I. Haiku has three lines consisting of 17 syllables, the first line
containing 5 syllables, the second
7, and the third 5. ( I emphasized
that the idea was more important
than form; if there was sJight divergence from the I 7 beat count,
this was quite permissible.)

r

xxxxx
xxxxxxx
xxxxx

He gazed at me from
The tip of my nose, cross-eyed,
Perplexed, unimpressed.
(From The Fly)

xxxxx
xxxxxxx
xxxxx

Now the leaves are still
And only the mocking bird
Lets the moonlight through.

xxxxx
xxxxxxx
xxxxx

What would happen if
Ants were tall and people small
Would they step on us?
Next, several beginnings of Haiku were placed on the board. The children
were asked to complete the third line, for example:
The gentle breezes
Send the sea gulls fluttering
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n:prodm:e his poem hy typing it on
the art form. These were displayed
in the main lohby window of the
school. A replica of the Huddha
which was brought in hy one or
the students helped to complete
the scene of one of the most rewarding experiences of the school
year. The display brought praise
and recognition from both elementary and junior high students
and teachers and added the final
touch to a successful writing experience.

The endings which were supplied
were shared so that the children
might see that a poem can have
many interpretations
even m a
small class setting.
Application: At last, the youngsters were asked to try their own
hand at writing. Two word lists
were compiled by the class and
placed on the chalkboard. The first
consisted of nouns which might be
used as central themes for their
Haiku. These included words such
as: mountain top, death, skylark.
wilderness, sea, sunset, breeze.
moonlight, fire-fly. deer. The second word list was made up of descriptive adjectives and verbs such
-as: elegant, glistening. floating.
moist, alighting, soaring. twirling.
snowcapped. The children understood that they would not be pen al i zed for spelling
and/or
grammatical errors and that they
would receive individual help if
they requested it. Ideas were most
important.

Results: The following is only a
sampling of the fine work submitted by the sixth graders. many
of whom were classified as under-achievers.
THE BUTTERFLY
Fragile butterfly
Flittering all about me
Lands on a rose.
DEW
Dew drops open eyes
Of plants in the universe
On a crisp cool morn.

If they wished, the children
were allowed to share their Haiku
with their personal friends for
proof-reading or revision. Finally,
several
Haiku creations
were
shared with the rest of the class in
an oral reading session.

A NEW CREATION
The sky is clear. and
The stars in a constellation
Make a new picture.
HAPPINESS
You can hear music:
In another place. death
And still be happy.

Culmination: After spending several class periods on writing,
proof-reading and re-writing their
own work, the children were given
half-sheets of unlined paper. On
these they created designs with
water color, straw-blowing, to suggest the gem-like quality of design
for which Japanese artists are so
well known. When these had dried
completely, I helped each child to

TRAVELING
I like to travel
And see people: and they always
Look back at me.

WINTER BEAUTY
A snow-covered tree
Is like summer in the fall
Like flowers of spring.
16

WhatWasLearned

THE CRICKET
The robin calls loudly
As I follow the sound of
A cricket dying.

(Continued

on pag e 13')
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FUN
I like to play in the woods
With the rabbits and the bees But rabbits run away.

DAYBREAK
As the sun rises
All the people in the world
Open their eyes.
TIGER
The woods are quiet;
Out leaps a tiger
Jumping on its prey.

(Mrs. Russell is a sixth grade teacher at Salinas School in Dearborn.)

(Mr. Hilaire is a Reading Consultant for the Oakland County Intermediate School District.)
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